Abstract
Introduction
Several compression algorithms tuned for DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) sequences have been developed in the past decade, including Biocompress-2 [3] , GenCompress [2] , CTW+LZ [5] , and DNACompress [1] . They usually employ the two essential characteristics present in DNA sequences: approximate repeats and complementary palindromes. The DNA is constructed of a double helix held together by hydrogen bonds. Each strand of the helix is a biomolecule consisting of many linked components called nucleotides. Each nucleotide is one of four possible types: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymine (T). The two strands of the helix are exact complement of each other. Each nucleotide of one strand matches to its complement on the other strand, where A pairs with T, and G pairs with C. DNA strands that are complementary to themselves are called self-complementary or palindromes.
Although such algorithms can compress the DNA sequences by the ratio of 1.6 bits per base, that ratio is not enough for coping with rapidly growing genome sequence data. In order to cope with the genomic data, we need a new method for compression. In the post genome era, it is not unusual that an anchor point called the whole genome sequence is setup for each organism. Since most of the sequences obtained from the same organism are very similar to some part of the whole genome sequence, it is expected that the compression ratio be greatly improved by considering the whole genome sequence. GSCompress [6] is the first runner that employed this fact by enlarging LZ77-scheme dictionary size to the whole genome size. They reported that the compression ratio for a whole genome sequence was improved to about 0.30 bits per base (96% in compression ratio). However, the approach of GSCompress has a shortcoming that the dictionary created in compressing the whole genome sequence of an organism is necessary in the process of compression/decompression of other DNA sequences of the same organism. As a result, the algorithm is not useful in local and/or personal situation. This paper presents a simple method (DNAEncodeWG) that refers to the whole genome sequence without any constraints of that kind. In addition, it has some desirable characteristics such as the capability to identify differences between DNA sequences in their encoded form.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the encoding and decoding procedures of the compression method. In section 3, we present the efficiency and effectiveness of the method using some experimental results from an encoder/decoder implementation. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper with some future research directions.
The Compression Method
Our new approach is to query a given DNA sequence (query sequence) to the whole genome sequence of the organism for finding some high scoring pairs (HSPs) and then to record the characteristics of the HSPs together with any differences between the two sequences [4] . If we found a set of HSPs that cover most of the query sequence, the whole genome sequence could play as a substitute for most of the query sequence. Together with the coverage, the amount of differences in the set of HSPs determines the efficiency of the substitution. For example, single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is the most common type of variation in the human genome, where a single base differs between individuals. SNPs occur about once every 1000 base pairs in the genome. As a result, high rate of compression can be expected from that kind of substitution. DNAEncodeWG encodes DNA sequences by the following procedure.
(1) In the first phase, a query to a web site, which has the capability to search and retrieve some regions of a whole genome sequence similar to the query sequence, is prepared with appropriate parameters. The query is then requested to the site using a HTTP connection. Any response from the request is reviewed for identifying whether a matching sequence is retrieved. Any notification messages are processed accordingly. We may receive a message for requesting a wait for a while. In this case, the request will be executed again in some time. (2) In the second phase, we analyze the query result for encoding the query sequence. The highest scoring hit is selected from the result. The hit contains at least one high scoring pair (HSP). In the case of many HSPs, any HSP contained in another one based on the query sequence is removed. This way a set of HSPs that cover the query sequence maximally are chosen. The HSPs are finally arranged in the order of their starting positions in the query sequence. (3) In the third phase, the chosen HSPs are individually encoded by investigating the differences between the query sequence and the retrieved whole genome sequence. There could be three types of differences in a HSP: minus (M), plus (P), and replace (R). M means removing the current base of the whole genome sequence. P means adding a base to the current position of the whole genome sequence. R means replacing the current base of the whole genome sequence with another base. As figure 1 illustrates, only the differences between the query sequence and the whole genome sequence are encoded. Note that any regions (A, C, and E in Figure 1) , not covered by the chosen HSPs, are excerpted from the query sequence in addition to the differences in the two HSPs (∆ BF and ∆ DG ). The final encoded result is the sequence of A, information about F, difference between B and F(∆ BF ), C, information about G, difference between D and G(∆ DG ), and E. A simple XML language is then used to express the result. (4) In the fourth phase, the encoded content is zipped for enhancing its compression ratio.
Decoding procedure is comprised of two phases and is much simpler than the encoding procedure.
(1) In the first phase, the zipped content is up-zipped for obtaining the encoded information. A region of the whole genome sequence, covering all the HSPs described in the encoded information, is determined for efficient retrieval. A query to a web site is then executed for retrieving the region of the whole genome sequence. (2) In the second phase, we restore the HSPs from the region of the whole genome sequence using the differences between the whole genome sequence and the sequence in question. Finally, we get back the sequence in question by composing some original excerpts and the HSPs. 
Experimental Results
In order to prove the efficiency and effectiveness of DNAEncodeWG,, we have implemented an encoder/decoder tool using Java as Figure 2 shows. The tool employs a NCBI web site (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/Blast.cgi) for blasting human genome sequences and another web site (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/viewer.fcgi) for retrieving a region of the whole genome sequence. Table 1 summarizes the compression ratios (the number of bits per base) of the algorithms on human benchmark sequences. It shows that DNAEncodeWG encodes the sequences 10-fold better than the other algorithms. Note that the compression ratio of DNAEncodeWG is also better than that of GSCompress. Furthermore, GSCompress is useful only if the dictionary obtained from the whole genome sequence is ready for compression/decompression. We should pay attention to whether the query sequence and the whole genome sequence are of the same organism when using GSCompress. DNAEncodeWG is free from the shortcomings. The encoding time of DNAEncodeWG depends heavily on the server and network status. In our experiment, connected with the Internet via an E1 line, the running time for encoding HUMDYSTROP is 63.44 seconds. However, decoding speed is much faster than encoding. In the case of HUMDYSTROP, the decoding time is 2.59 seconds. Figure 3 shows the encoded result of HUMDYSTROP. There is only one HSP matching HUMDYSTROP with the human whole genome sequence. HUMDYSTROP should be reversed and complemented with the whole genome sequence in the HSP. Some bases in the front end, not covered by the HSP, are added by the A tag. Note that we can intuitively identify the 121 differences (34 Ps, 72 Rs and 15 Ms) in the encoded form. 
Conclusion
This paper presented how to compress DNA sequence data using the whole genome sequence of an organism.
Our approach adopted in the DNAEncodeWG can be applied to any organism if a repository of the whole genome sequence of the organism is accessible through the Web. The high rate of compression and informative encoding of DNAEncodeWG shed light on the efficient and <Hit> <Acc>NT_011757</Acc> <HSPs> <HSP> <Rev/> <Comp/> <A a="1" v="GAATTCCG"/> <Diff qFrom="38770" qTo="9" hFrom="27976195" hTo="28014937"> <P a="528" v="A"/><R a="3428" v="T"/> <R a="5603" v="G"/><P a="5917" v="T"/> <R a="5924" v="T"/><R a="6698" v="C"/> <R a="7211" v="T"/><R a="8779" v="G"/> <R a="10629" v="T"/><R a="12038" v="A"/> <R a="12191" v="C"/><P a="12252" v="C"/> <P a="12272" v="C"/><R a="12553" v="A"/> <R a="12594" v="C"/><R a="12824" v="C"/> <R a="12883" v="C"/><R a="13052" v="C"/> <R a="13433" v="C"/><R a="13593" v="T"/> <R a="14174" v="G"/><R a="15085" v="C"/> <M a="15705"/><M a="15706"/><M a="15707"/> <M a="15708"/><M a="15709"/><M a="15710"/> <M a="15711"/><M a="15712"/><M a="15714"/> <R a="15876" v="G"/><R a="16189" v="G"/> <R a="16777" v="A"/><P a="17124" v="T"/> <R a="17530" v="T"/><R a="17692" v="C"/> … <R a="36718" v="A"/><R a="36851" v="G"/> <R a="37582" v="G"/> </Diff> </HSP> </HSPs> </Hit> effective management of the flooding DNA sequence data.
In the method, a web site is queried for comparing with some whole genome sequence. While the query may deteriorate its performance, ubiquitous and compact compression is realized through querying a web site retaining voluminous whole genome sequences (for example, 24.5G bases for an individual [7] ). Any web user can access the reference sequence on the web. Its local existence consumes vast amount of the user's memory in spite of its compression. Note that the method can be applied to local sequences after downloading or even within a public repository.
Further research directions include the following: (1) how to optimize the selection of HSPs for substituting the query sequence, (2) how to encode small DNA sequences such as EST data using the method and (3) how to reuse the encoded representation in comparing the original DNA sequences through the whole genome sequence.
